
APRIL & MAY

NEWSLETTER



April and May have passed rapidly at Steinreich Bibleschool even though
the campus was emptier that usual. Many events which had been planned
were cancelled due to the pandemic, but it gave us the opportunity to

improve areas on campus and to grow closer as staff.

Peter Olfert from Belize, who was a first-year student during the
first three months of the year, has decided to stay on campus

for a season. His natural talent for fixing and improving has
been put to good use as he has helped Willie with maintenance

in many different areas on and off campus. 

A large area which has been improved is our playground. During the year we have many events where children are
present and some events such as Summerbibleschool which are designed specifically for children. The children’s
favorite part on campus has always been our playground and we expect the improved playground will be an even

greater blessing now. 

Ceasar Dyck from Belize, who graduated this year has decided to
stay on and serve at Steinreich Bibleschool full time. In these two
short months he has proved himself useful in many areas and we
are excited for all the amazing things he will accomplish at SBS in
the long run.

PLAYGROUND IMPROVEMENT

Speaking of staff… we would like to introduce our .. NEW STAFF MEMBERS!

BEFORE AFTER



One of the bonding experiences we had as staff was our
biannual evaluation retreat on May 18th – 20th . Every two

years the Steinreich Bibleschool staff and council takes time
to take a step back and evaluate the big picture big of SBS.
We ask ourselves questions such as: Where are we going?
Why do we do what we do? Are we doing things right? How

can we improve? and many more. All who participate in such
evaluations leave the meetings filled with passion for SBS and

with clear goals on how to improve their work area. 

Since our calendar was freer than expected, the SBS staff also had the opportunity to visit the orphanage in
Tomochi and continue to work on the project Steinreich Bibleschool has started. Much work has been done at the
orphanage such as planting a garden, building a chicken coop, providing chickens, countless hours of yard work

and more; but now it was time that something be done for the younger children in the orphanage so that they
could have a healthy outdoor past time. That is why on May 28th the SBS staff and a few friends made a day long

trip to the orphanage to build a swing and tree house for the children. With smiling faces the children showed their
appreciation for the new past times, by climbing and swinging, even before the projects were completely finished. 

As great as it was to bond as staff and to be able to improve our campus as well as the
one in Tomochi, we miss having more people on campus with us. We look forward to the

coming Summer months as we hope and pray that all the events which have been
scheduled may take place as expected; so that this campus may once again be a

blessing to many! 

EVALUATION

TOMOCHI


